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Abstract
A variation of Ant Colony System (ACS) is represented in this paper and applied for the
Robot Path Planning (RPP) purpose. The algorithm shows a new way to find the shortest
path from source to destination in offline mode with the application of in-build path map by
following the Robot Path Algorithm (RPA), introduced in this paper. Robot always follow the
path map provided to it to find the shortest path as well as it can achieve the knowledge that
in which direction, i.e. from one node to the next node, it will have to move. The movement of
the robots is based on the movent technique of the ants in the ant colony. Among all the
algorithms for finding the shortest path, the proposed Shortest Path Algorithm (SPA), based
on Kruskal algorithm, is much more effective and accurate for the RPP problem and will take
less computational time and hence increase the efficiency of the work process of the robot
system.
Keywords: Ant Colony System, Pheromone, Shortest path, Kruskal’s algorithm, two bridge
experiment, Node connectivity database

1.Introduction
In Ant Colony System (ACS), the ants search the food by following some typical
procedures. The ants realize about the food source by smelling it and follow the smell to
reach to the food source. The ants use to follow the chemical trail formed by their
pheromone on that moving path. They also use the technique to avoid or overcome the
obstacles on their path. The newer approach of the ant system is presented in this paper to
solve the Robot Path Planning (RPP) problems [1, 2]. The Modified Ant Colony Algorithm
(MACA), with the application of Kruskal’s Algorithm [3], is capable of finding the shortest
path efficiently with the implementation of Path Map (PM). In this paper, the path planning
for the robots is introduced such that they can find and follow their path towards the targeted
location without any human intervention[ 4][5] but by using the PM which is actually the
predefined graph that includes all the definitions of the path of the area where the robot
colony is located. The PM is basically installed in the robot’s memory and robot follow that
PM while moving towards the destination. The main similarity between the ant system and
the robot system is that the ants can smell of the food and the robot can sense for the path to
reach to the desired location.

2.Ant Colony System
The ants reach to the food source by following the shortest path. It was found by applying
the double bridge experiment where two path of different lengths are connected from the nest
of the ants to the food source. It was found that the Argentine ants, though they cannot see
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very well, can find the shortest path after sometimes, because they do not practically use the
vision technique to find the shortest path rather they use to smell the concentration of the
pheromone on the path and finally they can find the shortest path easily [6, 7, 8, 9]. The double
bridge experiment is shown in Figure 1.

(a)

(b)

(a)
Figure 1. Double bridge experiment: (a) Ants starts their journey (t=0); (b) Ants
find the shortest path(t=1); (c) Ants follow the shortest path and accumulate on
that path(t=2)
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2.1 Ant behavior
The ants places the pheromone on the path while moving from nest to food source. In
Figure 1, it is clear that the ants after sometimes can find the shortest path by realizing the
pheromone concentration on the path. In double bridge experiment, one path is shorter than
another. When ants stat their journey to the food source (Figure 1(a)), the find two different
paths and divide into two groups as because the probability of moving in each path is 0.5 for
the first time. Naturally, the ants on the shortest path come back to the nest faster than the ants
in longest path. That means, the pheromone concentration will be much higher in the shortest
path with compared to the longest path. Then after a short time the ant follow the higher
pheromone concentrated path (Figure 1(b)). In this way, at last most of the ants follow the
highest pheromone concentrated path i.e. the shortest path [9, 10, 11] (Figure 1(c)).
2.2 Algorithm for shortest path
The Modified Ant Colony Algorithm (MACA) for the Ant Colony System is shown in
Figure 2.

Figure 2. Modified Ant Colony Algorithm (MACA)
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This algorithm is very efficient and helpful in the implementation of Robot Colony System
(RCS) and its routing path. For this implementation, the Kruskal’s Algorithm is essentially
needed to calculate the shortest path [12, 13, 14].
Real-life ants, in Ant Colony System, guide their following ants by placing pheromone on
their travelling path from nest to food source and back to nest. There are a number of agents in
ACS that but each of the agents have a limited ability for the solution of a problem and so they
place the pheromone and create the pheromone trail through which they create a controlling
environment over the colony for a successful search of food [7, 11]. In robot automation, the
same thing can be observed if an efficient algorithm can be placed there and create an
automated environment where a robot is capable of controlling and awakening another robot
for a movement in a chain wise just like the ants perform.
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2.3 State transition rule
The state transition rule determines the process that an agent agnt processing to node n1
choose another agent to move to node n2 at time t, i.e., from the meaning of transition, one
agent or robot will be sent to a particular node with the influence of another controlling robot
in the same colony [17]. In Travelling Salesman Problem (TSP), the same phenomenon is
observed where agnt is an agent whose duty is to conduct a tour and it visit all the cities and
come back to the starting point. While travelling, agnt has a list of cities
and can
remember which cities are already travelled and in this way the agent follow a single city as a
single node and complete its journey to the all cities on nodes visiting there by a single time
[15, 16, 17].The state transition rule
can
represented
follows [7, 8, 15, 16, 18, 20]:
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= randomly chosen variable with uniform probability in [0,1]
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Let, a set of nodes, we choose two nodes labeled as node ‘a’ and node ‘b’. The distance in
between the two nodes is denoted as
and the inverse of the distance is called the
visibility, basically employed for controlling and directing the ant search for the next robot to
inform it about the surrounding nodes of the present one where it is now located, denoted by
, i.e., [17, 18, 19, 20],
=

.......(3)
There is the possibility that many nodes are to be connected with a node. The state
transition rule will follow the shortest edge for the transition for high amount of pheromone
trail. The Eq. 1 shows the transition process whether it utilize the knowledge about different
amount of pheromone trail on different edges (Exploitation) or it proceed towards the shortest
and high pheromone trail edge (Exploration) [9, 20].
2.4 Pheromone update rule
In ACS, when ants move from one to another, some of the pheromone are reduced due to
evaporation and each time pheromone is updated and a new trail is created [2, 17, 20]. The
construction of the new trail can be shown by the formula given in Eq. 4 as follows:

(4)

Where,
= edges connecting nodes nx and ny,
the best awakened edge for the ant
to move.
= pheromone update parameter, shows
the pheromone decay on the path.
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3. Robot Colony System (RCS)
In robot colony, there may be one or more than one robot may exist, performing their
respective tasks either solely or by following each other. If they work and walk by sensing
each other then a sensor system must be there to control on sensing each other and to work or
walk smoothly but if it work solely, a routing map for the path that can determine the shortest
path to find a particular place, moving from node to node, must be installed in the robot
memory that can help it to find out that to which node to move from the present node. In this
paper, a new concept of path map is introduced based on Kruskal’s algorithm.
3.1 Robot Path Algorithm
The Robot Path Algorithm (RPA) is actually based on the Modified Ant Colony Algorithm
(MACA) already shown in Figure 2. This RPA algorithm direct the robot to the proper way of
movement.
There are mainly two type of moves:
1.

The forward path: The robot starts its journey towards the destination to collect
information or something else for necessity.

2.

The reverse path: The robot, after collecting the information or the necessary things,
go back to it was previously located.

So, for the movement of the robot, two algorithms are required for the two types of move
and merging them to form a uniform algorithm for the entire movement of the robot from
source to destination and vice versa. While moving from node to node, there must be a
sensing system be there to ensure the robot that the information has been collected and till
then the 1st algorithm will be iterated and soon after the information is collected, the system
switch to the 2nd algorithm for going back to its previous position. The algorithms are
described below in Figure 3 and Figure 4.
When the robot starts its new journey from one node to its destination node, its memory
keeps the record of its previous location where it was previously located. After collecting
information from destination node, it will then read the memory for its home node and when it
will get information about its home node then it will starts journey to its home node. The
fundamental operation incorporated in the reverse path that it will not again find the shortest
path because it has already travelled the shortest path and the record is stored in robot memory.
The robot then fetch the information of the shortest path from memory and starts its journey to
its home node following the corresponding edge.

16
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Figure 3. RPA-1 Algorithm (Forward path) Figure 4. RPA-2 Algorithm (Reverse path)

The main advantage with RPA-2 algorithm is that the robot need not to find the shortest
path route again for the second time rather it will fetch the previous record of route direction
and saving the computation time for shortest path search. But if it will happen that the robot
starts its journey form one node, reached to destination node and after receiving the
information it will have to go to another node to submit information, then it will have to
follow the RPA-1 algorithm again to search the shortest path and then proceed to the another
destination node. But in this paper, the process includes that the robot starts from its home
node to destination node and come back to its previously located node, based on ACS
fundamentals [1, 2, 21].
3.2 Pseudo code for ACS based RPA
RPA-1
Starts journey;
Sense for information;
For N(m):= 1 to n do
For i:= 1 to j do
D = N(mi ) - Np(m);
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If

D = = Es (m )
Np(m) = N(miselect);
Save node;
Save edge;

Else
i = i + 1;
Repeat;
End for;
If N p (m)= N(n)
Save path;
Collect Information;
Else
m = m + 1;
Repeat;
End for;
RPA-2
Collect the information;
Read map;
Fetch previous information;
Select node;
Select edge;
Read home node;
For N(m):= n to 1 do
Proceed to home node;
m = n – 1;
If m = = 1
Stop;
Else
Repeat;
End for;

Notations used:
D= Distance between two nodes
N(m)= Number of Nodes
Np(m)=Present nodes
N(mi )=Neighbor node; m ϵ N(mi )...
N(miselect)=Next node
Es(m )=Shortest edge

i=1,2,3.....l

3.3 Robot Path Map (RPM)
Robot Path Map (RPM) is a database based map system. RPM holds all the data about of
the path through which the robot is proceeding towards its goal. The main advantage of
having a RPM based robot is that it does not need any online update of the path that it is
following as it includes all the data that are being accessed by the robot on the path such as
the node value, the edge value, the shortest path, etc., and for that reason it can work offline.
The proposed structure of RPM is shown in Figure 5.

18
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Figure 5. Proposed Robot Path Map (RPM)
In RPM, each square is considered as 1 square unit and the block 1 is considered as the
home block for the robot. Each block are connected with each other with a connector line.
There are 23 nodes in the 8X8 colony system so that each of the single block can be
connected with each other so that there must be no problem with collecting information from
any of the blocks. While travelling, the robot must follow the algorithms described in
Section 3.2.
3.4 Calculation of Distance
One of the essential operation of the RPA algorithm is to measure the distance in between
two nodes. The distance between two nodes can be measured directly (e.g., 1-*2 or 4-*17, etc.)
or by using the trigonometric technique (e.g., 3-*4 or 7-*15, etc.). As the each square block is
considered as an area of 1 square unit, so the length of each side is 1 unit.
Let consider a single block of the RPM, in the following figure Figure 6.

Figure 6. An unit block of RPM
In Figure 6,
1. AB=BC=CD=DA
2. AB= l1=1 unit
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3. AB=BC=CD=DA=1 unit
4.

OEB=

5. l3 = 0.5 unit
6. OF = OE = EB = l3 = 0.5 unit
From the above data, the length of OB= l3 can be calculated using Pythagorean theorem of
right triangle, i.e.,
....(5)
So the length of OB is,

or,
or,
or,

unit

So, for example the length of the path connecting the node 3 and node 17 is,
2x l2= 2x0.7071 = 1.4142 unit.
Now, let we consider the length of the path that is connecting nodes 3 and 4. This can be
done simply by trigonometric law. The connection can be drawn as follows in Figure 7:

9

Figure 7. Three inter connected blocks
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From the above data, the length of PR can be calculated using Eqn. (5), i.e.,
.....(6)
So, the length of PR is,

or,

unit

So, all the length of the edges can be determined using Pythagorean theorem of right
triangle. Those edge values are predefined in the database of the robot memory. The database
includesall the data that are essentially required to read and calculate the distance of the total
path.

4. Robot Path Map Database
A robot memory includes a map and a database. When a move is executed, the robot
follow the map and the corresponding data is fetched from the database. That means the map
and the database cooperate each other for the movement. The database includes the
following:
1. Node value
2. Edge value
3. Sequential node declaration
4. Proposed shortest path
A prototype of the node connectivity is shown in Figure 8.

Figure 8. Node connectivity database (NCD)
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Figure 8 shows the node to node connectivity of the total of 23 nodes as prototype. This
connectivity database will be checked for the first time to acquire the knowledge about the
neighbor nodes. Then the robot will check for the nearest node preferred for the shortest path
towards the goal.
Here a question may arise that, is finding a shortest edge each time is enough for finding the
shortest path? The answer is obviously NO. Because, each time the shortest edge from the
nodes may not construct the shortest path. For this case, the robot must follow the shortest path
whether it travels through an edge which is not the shortest one. For example, to travel from
node-1 to node-6 there are three possible shortest paths,
1.

1-2-3-4-18-5-6

2.

1-2-17-4-18-5-6

3.

1-23-17-4-18-5-6
For the first case, the corresponding edge values are respectively,
(1+2+2.236+1.414+1+3)units = 10.65 units
For the second case, the corresponding edge values are
respectively, (1+1.414+3+1.414+1+3) = 10.828 units
For the third case, the corresponding edge values are respectively,
(1.414+1+3+1.414+1+3) = 10.828 units

Now, from the above calculation, we can see that, node-2 is nearer of node-17 than that of
node-3, but to follow the shortest path, robot will follow the node-2-)node-3 fashion to
achieve the goal. So the preferred path from node-1 to node-6 will be,

node-1-)node-2-)node-3-)node-4-)node-18-)node-5-)node6 4.1 Shortest path determination algorithm
The actual shortest path from node to destination can be efficiently determined by the
algorithm shown in Figure 9. First, the robot select the destination node, then it read the
NCD and acquire the knowledge about its neighbor nodes. Next it read its memory about the
preferred shortest path among all the possible way to reach to the destination node. Just after
determining the shortest path, it comes to know that through which nodes it will travel so
that the shortest path can be achieved. The all data about the nodes travelled, the edge value,
the shortest path etc. are recorded into the robot memory and all the records will be replayed
while it travel from the destination node to its home node. The algorithm is shown in Figure
9.

22
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Figure 9. Shortest Path Algorithm (SPA) for Robot colony
So, by executing the algorithm, the robot will be able to find the shortest distance from
source to destination by following the shortest path rather by following the shortest path each
and every time while travelling from one node to another.
4.2 Robot Path design and Simulation using Ant Movement
A Robot path of 200 agent with specific home and a number of object is designed by the
concept of above mentioned algorithms and with help of the Kruskal’s algorithm. In this
design, after a number of iterations, the agents can reach the destination and can collect the
preferred object by saving the specific line of journey which may be helpful to other agents to
find the way to reach to the destination. After leaving the home node, the travel in a random
way to find the object. After some iteration, when one of the objects, placed in the colony, is
found, they collect that and the corresponding line of journey is saved and then they go back to
the home node. So, in this technique, the agents will move towards the object and after
successful collection of the object, the come back to the home with the information that they
have successfully collected the object and after receiving the information more agents will
fillow the line and can reach to this and other object for more collection.
The simulation files from Figure 10 to Figure 19 are shown below with an interval of 50
iterations.
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Figure 10. Agent Colony System (Iteration=0)

Figure 11. Agents star moving (Iteration=50)

Figure 12. Agents collects the object (Iteration=100)
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Figure 13. Collection information is spreading (Iteration=150)

Figure 14. Information spread in more agents (Iteration=200)

Figure 15. More agents are involved in collection (Iteration=250)
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Figure 16. Agents move towards other objects (Iteration=300)

Figure 17. Agents are aware of more object information (Iteration=350)

Figure 18. More collection informations are created (Iteration=400)
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Figure 19. Maximum agents are aware of the nearest objects and collect them
(Iteration=450)

From Figure 10 to Figure 19, it can be seen that, when the objects are placed in the colony,
the agents start moving towards them for collection. They first search the object place and
when find out the place of the object, they collect those and this information is conveyed over
all the other agents so they can go and collect those. Once an object is successfully collected,
they move back to their home node. After that, other agents move towards for search in
another objects and other agents follow the path. So, in this strategy, in agent based system,
the agent move to their destination and after successful collection of the object, they go back
to their home node. The sumulation are based on the Robot Path Map(RPM) that is the design
of the simulation just follows the path structure described in Figure 5. The procedure of the
simulation, incorporated in this paper, follows the Shortest path algorithm (SPA), described in
Figure 9. The Robot Path Algorithms (RPA) are also very needful for designing the colony
structure.

5. Conclusion
The RPS-1 and RPA-2, based on Modified Ant Colony Algorithm, introduced in this paper,
are very useful to route the robots in robot colony system in offline mode. The NCD is
introduced to check for the connectivity of one node with the another while moving. All the
above mentioned algorithms and database are combined together and it forms an algorithm
called Shortest Path Algorithm (SPA) which is the final algorithm for the robot colony
system. This algorithm is actually helps the robot for routing and hence it is an powerful
approach for robot path planning driven by the database and controlled by the algorithms to
find the shortest path. This method is again reflected in the simulation files where a 450
iterations are shown. Iteration is nothing but the repeatative search for the objects that are
placed in different places or in different nodes. The simulation results shows the process of
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search of the object and the movement of the agents in the colony. This design is useful for
the implementation of Robot Path Planning as well as the Travelling salesman and also in
other place where agent based methods can be used.
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